
NCS Introduces DSD Assist to provide
mobile applications in the Cloud:

Revolutionizing Direct Store Delivery (DSD)
Software
Numeric Computer Systems, Inc. (“NCS”), a global leader in providing Direct Store Delivery
(“DSD”) solutions, proudly announces the launch of DSD Assist to provide mobile applications
in the Cloud. DSD Assist will provide a comprehensive solution designed to meet the needs of
the Sales, Delivery and Merchandising needs of the mobile worker. This cutting-edge software
provides a seamless and efficient solution for businesses that use DSD as their distribution.

DSD Assist will focus on providing mobile solutions that seamlessly integrate to popular ERP
Systems. The DSD Assist solutions are a result of extensive research and development, driven by
a commitment to meeting the evolving needs of the DSD industry. With a user-friendly interface
and powerful features, the software platform empowers businesses to streamline their operations,
enhance productivity, and stay ahead in a competitive market.

Key Features of:

● Designed with the mobile worker in mind, the solution provides a user-friendly interface
and facilitates seamless communications between field representatives and the back
office ERP systems and managers. This empowers mobile Sales, Delivery and
Merchandiser workers to manage sales orders, inventory, collect cash, product returns,
perform tasks, take surveys, exchange containers, and complete transactions in real-time,
ensuring accuracy and efficiency on the go.

Real-Time Data Sync to your ERP:

● The DSD Assist Cloud Solutions ensure that data is synchronized in real-time between
the back office ERP solutions and mobile devices. This not only reduces the risk of errors
but also provides decision-makers with up-to-the-minute insights into their business,
enabling proactive decision-making. Out of the box integrations are available for
NetSuite, Microsoft Dynamics, Acumatica, Unleased, MYOB, Xero, QAD, Global Bake,
Aden ERP and others.

Customizable Solutions:

● Recognizing that every business has unique needs, the DSD Assist Solutions are easily
configured to allow the business to tailor the software to meet their specific requirements,
ensuring a personalized solution that aligns with your workflow and goals.

Scalability for Growth:

● As businesses grow, the DSD Assist solution grows with them. The scalable architecture
allows companies to easily expand their operations without the need for significant



software modifications. This ensures that the software remains a valuable asset as
businesses evolve and adapt to changing market dynamics.

Robert J. Hochberg, CEO of NCS, expressed excitement about the launch, stating, “DSD Assist
brings to the market a fast easy way to bring mobility to your enterprise by leveraging the Cloud
and integrating directly with the ERP system already in place in the enterprise. Allowing clients
to quickly add mobility to their environment provides a quick return on investment with minimal
effort.”.

Andrew Dove, MD of DSD Assist, added “DSD Assist aims to change the paradigm and time to
market to deploy mobile solutions. We want to bring the benefits to the business within weeks
not months or years. The evolution of the cloud and standardized interfaces has allowed us to
make this a reality for our customers. We want our customers to view implementing our solution
as no more difficult than downloading a consumer app and start using it to help the business.”

The DSD Assist solution is now available for businesses looking to provide mobile solutions to
their mobile workforce. For more information, visit Mobile FMCG Sales and Delivery Solutions |
Australia | DSDAssist

About NCS Solutions:

Numeric Computer Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of innovative software solutions
available in the cloud and on premise to the Food and Beverage Industry. NCS is committed to
empowering businesses with cutting-edge technologies. With a focus on delivering user-friendly
and scalable solutions, NCS Solutions aims to drive efficiency, reduce costs and increase
productivity for Direct Store Delivery Companies.

About DSD Assist:

DSD Assist is a brand of Numeric Computer Systems, a leading provider of innovative software
solutions available in the cloud and on premise to the Food and Beverage Industry. NCS is
committed to empowering businesses with cutting-edge technologies. With a focus on delivering
user-friendly and scalable solutions, NCS Solutions aims to drive efficiency, reduce costs and
increase productivity for Direct Store Delivery Companies.
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